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ABSTRACT

Energy-aware programming languages and frameworks seek to improve the energy efficiency of computer systems by taking advantage of application-specific information to perform energy optimizations. Effectively predicting an application’s energy behavior enables more powerful energy optimizations and additional energy management techniques. However, application energy consumption is fundamentally dynamic in nature, which limits the amount of effective energy prediction that can be done ahead of time. To address this challenge, we propose FJP, a predication-aware semantics that takes the estimation process online, and serves to partially predict a program’s energy consumption. The key insight of FJP is that by relaxing the restriction of statically and completely predicting a programs energy consumption, we can dynamically and partially predict energy consumption, desirable for a host of hybrid energy management languages and frameworks. FJP represents a first step toward improving the expressiveness of energy-aware language and framework techniques in its ability for online adaptive energy prediction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Application-level energy management techniques all rely on some form of energy estimation to optimize computer systems for power savings and energy efficiency. While the power requirements of hardware components can be reliably estimated and accounted for [6, 12, 18, 20], the specific demands of an application, including its workload, dictate the actual energy consumption for a computer system [9]. For this reason, estimating an application’s energy consumption is a fundamental process for application-level energy optimization: For example, energy-aware runtimes typically measure an application’s power usage at alternative parameter settings, estimate its long-running energy consumption, and dynamically adapt the application to meet some user-specified energy budget [8, 14, 15]. As another source of motivation, mobile systems that operate from a limited energy supply battery whose safe execution critically depends upon operating within a fixed energy budget, e.g., aerial drones executing a powerful processing payload, benefit greatly from more accurate energy estimation. In this paper, we argue that more effective energy estimation, in the form of energy prediction, will open the door to new techniques for energy optimization across the system stack, including energy-aware programming languages [3, 7, 10, 21, 23–25] and energy-adaptive frameworks [2, 8, 13–15, 19, 22].

One tempting approach for energy prediction would be static monolithic prediction: we could use a variety of reasoning techniques to predict the energy consumption of a program. For example, we might consider using WCET analysis [4] to approximate energy consumption based on execution time, or time-complexity analysis [11, 16] to reason about the cost. In the real world however, monolithic energy prediction faces several challenges, in particular the mobile application domain. Firstly, mobile applications typically run in a continuous loop, and may interact with a user. For most mobile systems, the traditional concept of "start-to-finish" execution simply does not exist. Secondly, mobile application energy behavior highly depends on its usage of shared hardware devices, where co-existing applications can influence the power modes of said devices. Lastly, mobile systems operate in a wide variety of environments, where external factors may demand additional processing power from dedicated hardware devices, such as wind speed influencing the power requirements of an aerial drone’s rotor speed.

We believe that energy prediction need not be an all "all-or-nothing" process; instead, we see effective energy prediction as a sliding scale between what we can know statically about an application, and what we can discover dynamically. This leads to a fundamentally online adaptive approach. Furthermore, the unit of energy prediction can be aligned with programming abstractions and specified by programmers. This leads to fundamentally finer-grained energy prediction when compared with monolithic prediction.
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2 A FORMAL CORE FOR ENERGY ESTIMATION

FJP Preliminaries. We define FJP syntax elements in Figure 1. FJP resembles FJ [17] with a few notable differences: object creation and method invocation are parameterized by a prediction operator \( \circ \) in the form of \( \circ \), \( \circ \), or \( \circ \) which stand for \textit{record}, \textit{predict}, and \textit{ignore} respectively. Metavariable \( j \) represents an energy measurement taken by the underlying system. We define a \textit{prediction state} \( p \) as either a 2-tuple that captures an object’s class \( c \) and fields \( \overline{\tau} \), or a 4-tuple that extends the 2-tuple with a method name \( \text{md} \) and parameters \( \overline{\tau} \). This metavariable intuitively represents an object or method state that we wish to record or predict energy consumption for. We assume the definition of an \textit{abstract} energy unit, which we discuss shortly.

For brevity, we assume standard FJ class and method syntax, and assume \( x, \text{md} \) and \( c \) range over variable, method, and class names respectively. We maintain two runtime stores \( R \) and \( S \) to track \( p \) energy consumption and \( p \) prediction respectively.

Rather than define specific prediction algorithms for FJP, we rely on a set of abstractly defined functions to provide a general framework to study the capabilities of energy estimation in a language. We detail these functions in Figure 2. We define an overloaded prediction interpretation function \text{pinterp} that takes a \( R \) and \( p \) and returns the predicted energy consumption of \( p \), \textit{i.e.}, the energy required to “use” an object or method. While what constitutes energy “usage” of an object or method may be concretized in several ways, we now provide one such specialization: For a method \( \text{md} \), we could return the energy associated with the most “similar” method call for \( \text{md} \), where similarity is defined as the distance between the supplied parameters and recorded parameters. Similarly, for objects, one possible way to capture its energy usage is the sum of all method predictions. Joules provide a fine-grained energy measurement and prediction unit, but are a bit “rough”, \textit{i.e.}, low-level and platform-dependent. For mode-based energy programming languages, concrete modes of operation, \textit{e.g.} low, high, make for a better abstraction. FJP uses an abstract energy domain \( D \), and utilizes a conversion function \( C \) that translates energy measurements \( j \) to abstract energy units . Later on, we will show how to specialize \( D \) to work with existing energy-aware languages.

Operational Semantics. We define operational semantics through relation \( R, S, e \vdash \overline{R}, \overline{S}, e' \) with selected reduction rules defined in Figure 3. Relation \( R, S, e \vdash \overline{R}, \overline{S}, e' \) states that \( e \) requires \( j \) units of energy to single-step reduce to \( e' \) under stores \( R \) and \( S \) with resultant stores \( \overline{R} \) and \( \overline{S} \). For brevity, we assume call-by-value semantics defined by an evaluation context \( E[e] \), but omit specific definitions. Abstractly, \( \llbracket \cdot \rrbracket \) represents the \textit{recording} of the energy used by an object or method. Both \( \text{(R-New)} \) and \( \text{(R-Msg)} \) create a marker entry \( e \) in \( R \) that states that intent to record energy information for a prediction state, and transform the expression into the non-predictive
counterpart, new c(?) and o.md(?) respectively. (R-Msg) reduces to a closure over the method body x.e that captures prediction state with an initial energy recording of 0. In FJP, a closure represents the start of a new independently measured execution sequence. We track the energy consumption for said execution sequence in (R-Cl), where energy j required to reduce inner expression e to e’ is added to the current energy recording j. Finally, when the execution sequence reaches a value v, if a marked entry exists for the prediction state in the prediction store, we update the store with the tracked energy in (R-ClDrop), else it is discarded in (R-ClDrop).

Dual to $\uparrow$ is $\downarrow$ which represents the prediction of the energy required to execute an object or method. Both reduction rules (R-New[$\uparrow$]) and (R-Msg[$\downarrow$]) perform a predication interpretation for the supplied predication state. Note that we save the converted abstract energy value in the prediction store, as opposed to concrete joules to allow language-specific extensions to work with abstract predicted values. (R-Check) provides a mechanism for checking that the predicted energy behavior for an object will conform to some expected energy behavior, useful for linking programmer energy expectations with actual program energy consumption. Observe that both the bounds on check, and the prediction energy for o use the abstract energy unit, useful for language-specific energy-aware languages which we now discuss.

### 3 Building Energy-Aware Languages on FJP

Ent Background. Ent is a mode-based energy-aware programming language where objects are labeled with modes that represent their intended energy behavior [7]. We present a streamlined syntax for Ent in Figure 4 for discussion and refer readers to the full paper for a full presentation of the Ent formal system. In Ent, objects with known energy behavior are labeled with a mode type, a form of parametric type in the style of Java generics, that states the energy required to use the object. For this presentation, we assume a fixed set of modes, esaving $\leq$ econsuming, although Ent supports an arbitrary amount of programmer defined modes. In the abstract syntax, new c(econsuming) declares that this object of class c requires a large amount of energy to use, in particular, more energy than of type c(esaving). Key to ENT is the waterfall invariant, where communication may flow from an object of higher mode to an object of lower mode, but not in the opposite direction, i.e., objects that are in the more restrictive energy saving mode should not communicate with objects in the energy consuming mode.

The major contribution of Ent to mode-based energy-aware programming is the notion of a dynamic mode type: objects whose energy behavior is not statically known are labeled with the dynamic mode—for example, new c(?)—stating that its mode will be determined at runtime. The dynamic mode type is particularly useful for objects whose energy behavior may be in flux due to its high dependence upon runtime state. In order to respect the waterfall invariant, these dynamic objects must be snapshotted before they can be used, where snapshotting inspects the objects state and checks if its energy behavior falls within a given bounds. For example, snapshot(new c(?))[esaving, esaving] will guarantee that at runtime, the new object will either have the esaving mode or will halt execution and throw an energy exception. snapshot forms the bridge between ENT static and dynamic type systems.

Ent Translation. To extend ENT with prediction semantics, we might consider that objects with a dynamic mode type need runtime energy monitoring to gradually learn information about unknown energy behavior, and a snapshot on said object as a form of predication concretization, where we predict its remaining energy consumption. To perform such an extension, we first specialize FJP abstract functions to work with ENT modes. In this case, D is the set of statically defined ENT modes. More interestingly, the conversion function from joules to abstract energy units, C, might be defined as a clustering of related objects with similar energy usage for each class per mode. We briefly discuss such a method in Section 4.

Figure 5 shows a type-directed translation $\Gamma,K \vdash e \leftrightarrow e'$ of ENT expressions to FJP expressions, where $\Gamma$ and $K$ represent variable and mode variable typing environment in ENT. At a high level, method invocation on an object with a dynamic mode type translates into an FJP recording method invocation with rule (TR-MsgDyn). The net result is messages sent to an object with dynamic mode will be recorded, giving insight into the unknown energy behavior. As post-snapshot objects must have concrete energy behavior defined by the bounds of the snapshot expression, we transform snapshot expressions into FJP check expressions in (TR-Snapshot), stating that the predicted energy behavior of this object must respect our statically defined bounds. Note that FJP check implicitly performs predication akin to $\downarrow$, and will use the specialized C function to convert the interpreted $p$ to a mode-based equivalence check. Lastly, method invocations on static objects need no recording or prediction, and are simply translated into FJP ignore invocations in (TR-Msg).

### 4 Preliminary Evaluation

In this section, we discuss preliminary experimentation with clustering for translating high-level energy abstractions, such as modes, to low-level energy measurements.

Experiment Setup. Experiments were performed on a dual socket Intel E5-2630 v4 2.20 GHz CPU server, with 10 cores in each socket and 64 DDR4 RAM. Hyperthreading is enabled. The machine runs...
Debian 4.9 OS, Linux kernel 4.9, with the default Linux power governor. Java 1.8 on top of Hotspot VM build 25.171 was used.

**Sunflow Clustering.** Sunflow [5] is a ray tracing rendering program that renders a given scene in real time, rendering several frames per second. Within Sunflow, the render method makes for a good energy recording case in that it is a computationally expensive method, and a good energy prediction candidate in that it is repeatedly invoked during execution. In particular, clustering provides a way to “group” these method invocations into discrete clusters, where each cluster may be viewed as an ENT mode and used for translating between high-level energy abstractions to low-level energy measurements.

We designed an experiment to test how clustering may be used with FJP. We wrapped each call to render with jRAPL [1] register readings to record the amount of energy consumed by Sunflow for the duration of the render method, and captured the post-processing parameter of the render method—1 being the lowest setting, 3 being the highest. Note that this combination of energy measurement and supplied parameters aligns with the notion of prediction state recording defined in the formal calculus. After multiple samples were collected, we performed hierarchical clustering offline based on the captured prediction state for each method call. We display results in Figure 6, and report on two cases, the first being a 3-cluster case, where the clustering algorithm attempted to form 3 clusters using the supplied prediction states, and a 5-cluster case. Note that in all cases, there is a correlation between the level of post-processing and the energy consumed per method invocation. For the 3-cluster case, the joules per method sample naturally form isolated cases, whereas some of the clusters in the 5-cluster case get close to overlapping, i.e., 40 (j), 33 (j) 47 (j) all associate with a post-processing level of 2.

These results show two main points: The first point, is that we may be able to relate method parameters and object fields with program energy consumption through clustering. This relation may form the basis for energy prediction. For example, once we know that a render call invoked with a post-processing level of 3 consumes approximately 173 (j), we can predict that subsequent invocations of render with the same post-processing level will have similar energy behavior. Furthermore, we can link these clusters to ENT modes, where each distinct cluster represents a quality-of-service level and energy consumption for a piece of code. Consider that a programmer declares the render method as esaving, but accepts a post-processing parameter of 3. In this case, we know that the higher post-processing is not energy saving, and we could flag an error to notify the programmer. The second point is that programmer supplied data might provide insight into how to effectively predict values at runtime, i.e., three programmer defined modes versus five. We see that by attempting to form 5 clusters we dilute that relationship between field values (QoS levels) and energy consumption (modes).

## 5 CONCLUSION

FJP is a predication-aware FJ-like calculus that provides a framework for studying and building prediction-capable energy-aware programming languages. With our preliminary design of FJP, we hope to spark debate and inspire discussion along the following dimensions:

1. What is the minimal useful abstraction boundary for measuring and predicting program energy behavior?
2. What new energy-aware abstractions will a predication-aware semantics enable?
3. What techniques are required for accurate energy prediction?

For the first point, FJP provides both method level and object level prediction. We intend to study this core prediction further, and feel there may be an additional useful abstraction boundary in the form of a unit of work. For the second point, we have shown how a higher-level language, ENT, aligns with FJP. We hope additional study will shed light on new, core predication-aware abstractions for energy-aware programming. And for the last point, we have shown how clustering offers initial insight into concrete prediction strategies for FJP, with the hope that additional study on machine learning will offers a multitude of techniques to base prediction on.
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